Assessment of patients with suspected non-organic visual loss using pattern appearance visual evoked potentials.
The aim of the study was to validate the use of the short duration pattern onset visual evoked potential (PappVEP) in the objective assessment of visual acuity (VA) in patients referred with presumed non-organic visual loss. The combination of minimum check size and minimum contrast required to elicit a consistently discernible PappVEP (amplitude >or=5 microV) were measured in ten normal subjects under conditions of induced optical blur (0 to +3 dioptres) and the relationship to Snellen VA established. The data from 100 consecutive patients (167 eyes) referred for possible non-organic visual loss (NOVL) and 20 patients with confirmed visual pathway dysfunction were reviewed in relation to the results in normal subjects. Snellen VA, under conditions of blur, could be predicted in normal subjects from the check size and contrast required to elicit a criterion PappVEP. These data were tabulated and a quantitative guideline established for the estimation of VA in the patients referred with suspected NOVL. Most (88%) patients referred with suspected NOVL had normal electrophysiology and PappVEPs consistent with normal Snellen VA. In others, they suggested a degree of non-organic overlay. In 20 cases of organic visual loss, PappVEPs were in close agreement with subjective VA. The short duration pattern onset visual-evoked potential is confirmed as a clinically useful tool in the objective assessment of patients with suspected non-organic visual loss.